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About This Game
Japanese boutique game studio G.rev makes its long-awaited debut on Steam with Strania!
This throwback robot shoot’em up is an ode to the nostalgia of 1980 5d3b920ae0
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Fantastic game. Great control and difficulty balance even though the game does get pretty tough at times. Love the weapon
switching system similar to Einhander but implemented in a vertical STG. All in all fantastic gameplay and graphics, as well as a
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nice scoring system for more serious players.. I have no idea what is happening the screen just doesn't stop. I got a weapon that
lazily throws grenades to the right of me when I needed to be shooting things in front of me.. Next to CAVE, G.Rev are the
GOLD STANDARD to me in #SHMUPS One of the easiest shooters to get into, and most addictive. Although G.Rev's pinnacle
is Borderdown. This is still a fanstatic treat to play, and plays in FULL PC rmonitor resolution!! .and looks amazing! The only
thing lacking which could help 'seal the deal' is the OST, but other than that. .BUY IT NOW!. Really love this game. The
weapon system is really fun to use, finding your own way to destroy the enemies before you is really fun though it does take a
little getting used to. If you want your scores uploaded to the leaderboards keep in mind that it'll be very hard if you're not the
best at shmups.. 5/5 Senko no ronde when?. Strania, I have been fantasizing about playing this game ever since I discovered its
amazing soundtrack by Keishi Yonao on Youtube. I like the game for sure, played Strania for now and the higher difficulty is
good enough, still have to go through the vower version but I'm yet to beat Strania at expert mode first :) Regarding some of my
expectations, I hoped there were some dialogues involved (even textual), but apart from the music and sound effects, it's pretty
much silent regarding voices, subtle female robot voice when you pick up weapons is nice, I wish there was a bit more of it or
maybe slightly less subtle :) Also hope the offline mode gets fixed, can't seem to have it for now, I'm sure the team of devs will
update small details, at least I hope, in any case, I can't wait for G.
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